HOW TO COMPLETE A FOOD RESCUE

**Step 1**
Open the 302 Food Rescue app and view available rescues.

**Step 2**
Click a rescue to view rescue details.

**Step 3**
Claim a rescue.

**Step 4**
When you’re ready to rescue, press Start to begin.

**Step 5**
Travel to the food donor location - always call before!

**Step 6**
After arriving, confirm the quantities of food prepared for pick-up.

**RESCUE TIP:** Always CALL your food donor before arriving to confirm they have a donation ready for pick-up!

**RESCUE TIP:** No donation today? Enter ZERO for food quantities and proceed through following steps.
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Thank you #FoodRescueHero!

Thank you for going on this mission! Heroes like you make this work possible. Help us build the movement and spread the word about food rescue. Please take a photo or a selfie and share by posting on Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram! Tag us @302FoodRescue.

Step 7
Snap a selfie or photo with your rescued donation!

Step 8
Travel to Abel I W Place (Lawrenceville)

- Confirm the correct quantities for drop-off.

ARRIVED AT DROP OFF

RESCUE TIP: Always CALL your recipient before arriving to notify them you're on the way! ☎️

Step 9
Confirm the correct quantities for drop-off.

RESCUE TIP: Having trouble contacting the recipient? Please leave the donation at the site and notify 302FR Dispatch Line.

Need help along the way?
Call our Dispatch Line between 9am - 5pm at (302) 444-8072.

THANK YOU for being a member of the #302FoodRescueCrew!